How does art knowledge training impact judgments of artworks?
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Introduction

Methods

Art knowledge is fundamental in supporting art
skill acquisition and art skill transfer.1, 2
Most of the prior research has focused on
perception-to-action interventions (e. g., dance,
drawing, painting),3,4 in studying art skilled
behaviour and its effect on aesthetic judgments.
The impact of art knowledge training on aesthetic
judgments has modestly been studied,5 suggesting
that art training might mediate to a greater extent
aesthetic understanding rather than aesthetic
preference.

20 x Realism; 20 x Sorolla; 20 x Sorolla New; 20 x Gauguin
Art Knowledge Training - Joaquín Sorolla’s art (video = 22:08 minutes)

Participants

N = 71 (16 males; Mage = 21.55; SDage = 6.14)

Tasks

Preference - ‘How aesthetically pleasing is this painting to you?’
Understanding - ‘How well did you understand the meaning of this painting?’
Affect - ‘How emotional or evocative is this painting?’
Artistic skill - ‘How skilfully executed is this painting?’

Ratings of
artworks
Pre and post

Stimuli

It contains the description of 20 paintings.
It is based on art history museum guided tours techniques, and
includes elements of iconographical analysis, formal and
stylistic analysis, and biographical interpretations

5-point Likert scale from 1 (not at all) to 5 (extremely).

Demographic information
Art expertise questions

Procedure

Pre-test

Ratings on aesthetic preference,
understanding, emotions, art skill

Art knowledge training
(Sorolla)

Attention checks questions
Post-test

Ratings on aesthetic preference,
understanding, emotions, art skill

However, it remains largely unknown whether the
art knowledge training would impact aesthetic
judgments and whether aesthetic judgments could
generalise to different, unseen artworks.

Results
Ratings of artworks – pre & post training

Condition
pre_Realism

Research Questions & Hypotheses
RQ1) To what extent are different judgments of
artworks impacted by an art knowledge
training session?
H1) higher ratings of aesthetic preference,
aesthetic understanding, affective judgment,
and aesthetic skill for trained artworks.
RQ2) To what extent does the impact of art
training on judgments of artworks generalise to
previously unseen artworks?
H2) The impact of art training on judgments of
artworks will generalise to unseen art as a
function of how similar the unseen art is to the
training materials.

Conclusions
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pre_Sorolla
post_Realism
post_Sorolla
post_Sorolla_New
post_Gauguin

H1. Pre vs post training effects

2 (training: pre vs post) x 2 (image_type: realism vs sorolla)
factorial design.

H2. Generalisation effects 'condition' as a factor with four levels (pre_sorolla, post_sorolla,
post_sorolla_new, post_gauguin) with pre_sorolla as the reference category.

Multivariate model coefficient plot for fixed effects (predictors)
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brms formula =
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Multivariate model coefficient plot for fixed effects (predictors)
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brms formula =
bf(mvbind(preference,
understanding, affect, skill) |
thres(4, gr=item)
~ 1 + condition + (1 |p| item) + (1 +
condition |a| participant))

The predicted training
effects (post > pre) and
training*image_type
interaction effects were
found.

affect
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As predicted, larger
effects were found for
post_sorolla_new than
for post_gauguin
condition.

- The results demonstrate that art knowledge training mediates subsequent aesthetic judgments of artworks on different dimensions, such as preference, understanding, emotions and art skill
- The findings suggest that judgments of artworks generalise to a greater extent to similar unseen art rather than dissimilar unseen art, indicating constraints of the art training generalisability
effects to novel artworks.
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